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Details of Visit:

Author: Don Giovanni
Location 2: Edmonton Green
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 24 Sep 2012 15:15
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07423625153

The Premises:

A Mid terraced House in Edmonton North London. A bit neglected, untidy, but reasonably safe with
plenty of free parking during the day if you drive. About 10-15 minutes walk from Edmonton Green
overground station.

The Lady:

Emilia is advertised as 19; she is probably early twenties but does look young, with a few tattoos.
Slim size ten and small firm breasts, with small tattoos. About 5' 6? or 1.65m

The Story:

I wanted to try SKYN condoms by mates, so I bought a pack of three from my local Sainsbury's
before catching the train to Edmonton Green.

Communication was a bit difficult as I had booked for 15:30 for one hour and when I arrived fifteen
minutes early I phoned to ask if I could start sooner but the person on the phone ( could not be sure
it was Emilia herself ) did not understand me so I knocked on the door anyway, with a ready alibi in
case I had the wrong address.

Looking at the house it seemed to me like the kind of place that WG's who haven't been in the UK
too long work from and I was right. The maid greeted me and introduced herself as ?Betty?, then
called out in Hungarian for Emilia who came down the stairs to greet me. I heard other voices while
I was waiting so obviously there are other girls working from the same address. Then there followed
an exchange in Hungarian, which of course I didn't understand, and followed Emilia up the stairs to
the bedroom.

The bedroom was reasonably clean but a bit untidy. The maid followed us into the room and
explained that Emilia didn?t speak English and asked what I wanted. I felt that one hour would be
too long for such a set up and decided for half an hour, ?40. The maid seemed disappointed but I
wasn't going to risk a bad punt as the environment was not conducive to a longer stay but Emilia
herself was quite attractive and sexy in that teenage-slut kind of way. After explaining to me that
Emilia did not understand English she left us and I gave Emilia ?40.
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Emilia stripped off to her panties, which were cheeky bottoms rather then the standard thong or g-
string, which I prefer, but anyway suited her. I started to fondle her while standing behind her,
touching her up and rubbing my semi erect cock on her bum. She then pulled down her panties and
turned around to start kissing and stroking me. Very nice. We then went onto the bed and Emilia
started OWO for about ten minutes, saliva from her mouth lubricating me as she took me into her
mouth. Not really a Porn Star blow-job, more like a slow sexy blow-job a girlfriend would give you
and that is exactly what I wanted. I felt that despite the language barrier Emilia could understand me
and what I wanted just by the way I looked at her and her facial reactions told me me she
understood what I wanted.

I did oral on her before I showed her my packet of SKYN's. She nodded her agreement and I put on
the condom which seemed a bit tight but I was curious to find out the result so we started kissing
while Emilia was on the bed with her legs apart and eventually we started sex. The feeling was
really good as Emilia is quite tight down there and the sensation from the SKYN condom was much
better then Durex that I felt that I was doing bareback and so I came after only a few minutes -
which was very enjoyable but also annoyed me as I had hoped to last a bit longer. I withdrew and
discarded the condom. We carried on snogging with a bit more OWO

We still had about ten minutes left and I was worried that Emilia would end the punt there, but to her
credit she carried on kissing and caressing me after I had indicated to my watch that there was
more time ? she was not a clock watcher anyway as there was no clock in the room and she didn't
have a phone or wrist watch during our encounter. Emilia carried on kissing and stroking me while I
played wit her her perineum, arsehole and pussy until the maid knocked on the door, Soho style.

Overall a good punt. ?40 for half an hour is not expensive for the service I received. Even at ?60 for
the hour which they advertise is very good VFM. However my view is that the facilities are only
average at best and don't justify a stay of more the 30 minutes. However, if I could persuade Emilia
to go out with me to maybe a place like Rio's in Kentish Town and then for an overnight stay then at
these rates ( I am guessing that maybe ?500/?600 for an over night ) it would be worthwhile
although the biggest drawback would be language which is a shame as Emilia is a very pleasant
and sexy girl.
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